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Introduction
• There are quite a few famous branches of EAs
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Programming
Evolution Strategies
Evolutionary Programming
Particle Swarm Optimizer
Ant Colony Optimization
Differential Evolution
etc.
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Introduction
•

$
3

What Is an Evolutionary Algorithm?

Most EAs share a similar framework:

(OK, you can open your eyes and wake up now.)
1. Generate the initial population P (0) at random, and set
i ← 0;
2. REPEAT
(a) Evaluate the fitness of each individual in P (i);
(b) Select parents from P (i) based on their fitness in P (i);
(c) Generate oﬀspring from the parents using crossover and
mutation to form P (i + 1);
(d) i ← i + 1;
3. UNTIL halting criteria are satisfied

•

&

Most EAs are Population-based Generate-and-Test algorithms.
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Introduction
•

An EA iteratively samples in a solution space, and is a data-generating process.

Sample (using evolutionary operator) in a D-dimensional space
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Introduction
•

An effort to benchmark heuristic algorithms (including EAs) for TSP.
– 110 instances of TSPLib
– 408 algorithms
– 30 runs for each algorithm
T. Weise, R. Chiong, J. Lassig, K. Tang, S. Tsutsui, W. Chen, Z. Michalewicz and X. Yao, “Benchmarking
optimization algorithms: an open source framework for the traveling salesman problem,” IEEE
Computational Intelligence Magazine, 9(3): 40-52, August 2014.

•

40GB of data for only recording very high-level data for each run:
– best achieved solution (and its quality)
– the consumed runtime
– the consumed function evaluations (FEs)
– the consumed number of distance calculations

Introduction
•

The data consist a lot of information:
– The candidate solutions (individuals)
– Their fitness
– The “source” of an individual (e.g., an individual was generated by applying
which operator to which parents).

•

A natural question: can we exploit the data to enhance an EA’s
performance?

Data-driven Evolutionary Algorithms (Data Analytics + EA)

Introduction
•

We are not talking about Estimation of Distribution Algorithms, because
the data can be leveraged in many ways other than building probabilistic
models for sampling new solutions.

•

More specifically, the data can be utilized to (an incomplete list):
– Tune or adapt the parameters of an EA
– Build meta-model (surrogates) to approximate the fitness landscape
– Learn (understand) the correlations between decision variables or objective functions
– Maintain diversity in the population
– …

•

DDEA sometimes involves hard data analytics problems that are not well
covered by data analytics/mining literature, and thus calls for novel DA
techniques.
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Principles of DDEA
•

There are two modes for utilizing data analytics (DA) in EAs:
– Offline mode
– Online mode

•

In offline mode, DA is carried out in prior to the execution of an EA.

•

In online mode, DA is carried out on-the-fly, i.e., during the search course
of an EA.

Principles of DDEA
•

A common key issue: The overhead induced by the DA process.

•

A good DA technique (e.g., with high accuracy) might not be a good
candidate for designing a DDEA, due to its high cost.

•

The overhead should be considered when designing and assessing DDEAs.

•

In other words, a good trade-off needs to be maintained between the cost and
benefit of incorporating DA into EAs.

•

Next, we will show with examples how a good DDEA can be designed.
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DDEDA: Background
•

Multimodal (continuous) optimization problems are usually much more
challenging for EAs than unimodal ones.

•

An EDA typically involves two steps:
– Learn a probabilistic model from the selected individuals.
– Sampling the learned models to generate the new population

•

The learning step in EDA typically learns the parameters of a model, e.g., a
Gaussian distribution.

•

EDAs are expected to capture the intrinsic characteristics of an optimization
problem through the learning phase.

DDEDA: Background
•

It’s difficult to learn a complex model to fit a multimodal problem.

•

An alternative: learn multiple simple sub-models instead of a complex one.

•

How to build multiple models?
– Clustering based EDAs
– Niching based EDAs.
– Island model based EDAs.

•

Each simple model is expected to cover a distinct promising region.

•

The above methods encourage the covered regions to be distinct, but the
issue of “promising” is not well addressed.

DDEDA: Background
•

What is a good sub-model expected to be?

•

Each sub-model should cover one (local or global) optimum.

•

A sub-model is not desirable if it covers more than 1 optimum.

•

Two sub-model should not cover the same optimum.

DDEDA: DA Task Specification
•

Aim: Roughly identifying promising areas in the solution space.

•

What data shall be analyzed?
– The promising areas of a problem is algorithm-independent. Hence, uniformly
generated data in the solution space is more appropriate.
– In other words, offline mode should be adopted.

•

How to analyze them?
– Truncation selection can be used to preserve individuals with high fitness.
– The “density” of the preserved individuals in the solution space provide
information about promising areas.

DDEDA: DA Methodology

DDEDA: DA Methodology

Wouldn’t it be nontrivial to analyze the density of individuals in a
multi-dimensional space?

DDEDA: DA Methodology
•

Remember: We don’t really aim to estimate the density of data distribution
anywhere in the solution space, but to identify promising areas.

•

An optimum in a multi-dimensional space is an optimum in any of its 1-D
sub-spaces.

•

That means, a region might consist an optimum only if it is of high density
in all 1-d subspaces of the solution space,

DDEDA: DA Methodology
•

As a result, the promising areas can be identified by checking all 1-D
subspaces with the following steps:

•

Step 1: For each 1-D sub-space, obtain the histogram of the selected
individuals on this dimension.

•

Step 2: Check the number of individuals falls into each bin.

•

Step 3: Preserve the bins with higher-density in comparison to their
neighboring bins.

DDEDA: DA Methodology
•

After the checking procedure is repeated for all 1-D subspaces, only the bins
advocated in all the sub-spaces are remained.

•

Sub-models will be initialized at the positions of the mean of the individuals
falling into the remained bins.

•

In practice, linear dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., Principal
Component Analysis, may also be applied to reduce the number of 1-D
subspaces to check.

•

An approach called Maintaining and Processing Sub-models (MAPS) has
been developed by integrating the above procedure with EDA.

P. Yang, K. Tang and X. Lu, “Improving Estimation of Distribution Algorithm on Multi-modal Problems by
Detecting Promising Areas,” IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics, in press.

DDEDA: MAPS
•

Maintaining phase of MAPS: the DA procedure described above.

•

Processing phase of MAPS:
– Separately evolves each sub-model with a EDA
– Incrementally remove sub-models with 3 simple rules

•

Rule 1: If several sub-models are moving towards each other during evolution,
only the one with the best individual will be kept.

•

Rule 2: A sub-model will be removed if it gets converged.

•

Rule 3: Remove sub-models that move to previously visited promising regions.

•

The Maintaining phase will be re-activated when all sub-models are removed.

DDEDA: MAPS
The Flowchart of MAPS
Uniformly initialize N
individuals

Empty ES
ES
=Maintaining(offspring)
ES =Processing(ES)
Update bestSolution
in terms of ES

Yes
No

isEmpty
(ES)?

Stop?

Yes
Output
bestSolution

No

DDEDA: Empirical Studies
•

Many EDAs can be employed to evolve sub-models.

•

3 single model based EDAs are used to instantiate 3 MAPS-based EDAs.
– UMDA à MAPSUMDA
– EMNA à MAPSEMNA
– EEDA à MAPSEEDA

•

3 state-of-the-art multiple model based EDAs for comparison.
– CEGDA
– NichingEDA
– IslandEDA

•

Tested on 11 multimodal numerical optimization problems (30-D).

DDEDA: Empirical Studies

Summary of DDEDA
Summarizing MAPS in the context of DDEA
•

Data acquisition: Uniformly sample in the solution space and preserve the
solutions with high fitness.

•

Data analysis: Identifying the promising areas according to the density of the
preserved solutions.

•

Density can be estimated efficiently by checking each dimension separately.
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EPM-PAP: Background
•

Different problem (instances) might favor different EAs.

•

Choosing/configuring a good EA is always a tedious procedure.

•

Suppose an engineer is asked by his/her boss to build a solver.

•

The boss is probably expecting a solver that can perform good over a large
set of problem instances.

•

And what the engineer has in hand is:
– A set of optimization problem instances
– A set of optimization algorithms (e.g., GA, ES, EP, EDA, DE, PSO…)

EPM-PAP: Background
•

3 strategies can be implemented for the solver to tackle these instances.

•

Strategy 1: Arbitrarily pick an algorithm for each problem instance
– Very efficient
– Highly risky (to fail on some instances)

•

Strategy 2: Identify the most promising algorithm for each instance
– Costly and tedious
– Quite reliable

•

Strategy 3: Identify the algorithm that is the most promising on all the
considered instances (in terms of overall performance)
– Sounds like a good trade-off
– Advantages of having a set of algorithms are not fully exploited

EPM-PAP: Background
•

Another (not so obvious) Strategy: Build a good “portfolio” of algorithms
(i.e., a combination of multiple algorithms) for all problem instances.
– Making use of advantages of different algorithms
– Hopefully not too time-consuming since only one portfolio is needed.

EPM-PAP: Background
•

Such a portfolio of (evolutionary) algorithms is called Population-based
Algorithm Portfolio (PAP).

•

A PAP
– Is Conceptually similar to invest ones money to different financial assets
– Allocates the total computational resources (time) to its constituent EAs
– Induces negligible overhead (for communications between different EAs)
– Has been proved to be superior (in terms of overall performance) than allocating
all the computational resources to its best constituent algorithm.

F. Peng, K. Tang, G. Chen and X. Yao, “Population-based Algorithm Portfolios for Numerical Optimization,”
IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 14(5): 782-800, October 2010.

EPM-PAP: Background
•

A PAP instantiation
– maintains multiple sub-populations.
– Each sub-population is evolved with a constituent algorithm.
– Information is shared among sub-populations by a simple migration scheme.

•

Choosing constituent algorithms are crucial for a good PAP instantiation.

•

Given a problem set F = {fk | k = 1, 2, … , n} and a set of candidate EAs A =
{aj |j = 1, 2, ..., m}, constituent algorithms selection seeks the algorithm
subset {ai |i = 1, 2, ..., l} that leads to the best overall performance on F:

~
~
Aopt = arg~ maxU ( A, F ,T )

(1)

A⊆ A

•

A subset selection problem with many possible combinations (

m!
l!(m − l)!

).

EPM-PAP: Background
•

The utility function U can be defined as the probability that a set of
constituent algorithms outperform a candidate EA, denoted as aj.

•

Assuming independence between constituent algorithms, such a probability
can be written for problem instance fk as:
l

p = 1 − ∏ (1 − Pijk )

(2)

i =1

k
where Pij is the probability of the ith constituent algorithm outperforming aj.

•

Averaging Eq. (2) over all problems and all candidate EAs, Eq. (1) can be
re-written as the following minimization problem:
1 m n l
min R =
(1− Pijk )
∑
∑
∏
mn j=1 k=1 i=1

(3)

EPM-PAP: DA Task Specification
•

Aim: Estimating R without run all algorithm subsets (i.e., their corresponding
PAP instantiations).

•

What data shall be analyzed?
– Eq. (3) is solely determined by Pijk.
k
– Pij depends on the distribution of the quality of the best solution obtained by EAs.

– Hence, the solution quality achieved by candidate EAs will be analyzed.

•

How to analyze them?
– Use pair-wise comparison between the solution quality achieved by two EAs.

K. Tang, F. Peng, G. Chen and X. Yao, “Population-based Algorithm Portfolios with automated constituent
algorithms selection,” Information Sciences, 279: 94-104, September 2014.

EPM-PAP: DA Methodology
•

This can be done with a few steps:
– Run each candidate EA on each problem instance for r times
– Record the best solution obtained in each run
– For each pair of candidate EAs, compare the quality of r2 pairs of best solutions

•

The raw data can be transformed into Estimated Performance Matrices (EPMs)

EPM-PAP: DA Methodology

EPM for algorithm ai

EPM-PAP: DA Methodology
•

After getting for all pairs of candidate EAs
– If |A| is not too large, the R of all possible subsets of A can be calculated, and
The subset with the smallest R is selected as the constituent EAs for PAP.
– Otherwise, some advanced approach for subset selection problem can be used.

•

Benefits of DA in this context:
– No need to run all possible algorithm subsets, e.g.,
– Only requires running m candidate EAs separately.

m!
l!(m − l)!

PAP instantiations.

EPM-PAP: DA Methodology
•

The DA procedure is employed offline for configuring a PAP that:
– will be used in the future
– or to tackle a set of problems (instances) directly.

•

In the latter case, given F, A, and a total time budget T
– Only a part of the total time budget can be used to pre-run the candidate EAs.
– EPM is only a conservative estimate of the candidate EAs (same as other
parameter tuning methods).
– and hence the DA process might not be 100% accurate.

•

Empirical studies have been conducted to assess the selection approach in
this (more challenging) scenario.

EPM-PAP: Empirical Studies
•

4 Candidate EAs: CMA-ES, G3PCX, SaNSDE, wPSO

•

27 Benchmark numerical optimization problems (30-D)

•

2 and 3 constituent EAs are to be selected.

•

3 settings of total time budget are used
– T1: 4e05 fitness evaluations for each problem
– T2: 8e05 fitness evaluations for each problem
– T3: 1.2e06 fitness evaluations for each problem

•

Half of the total time budget was used for constituent algorithms selection.

EPM-PAP: Empirical Studies
•

Comparison between the obtained PAP instantiations and candidate EAs.

•

Every candidate was run with the whole time budget with exactly the same
parameters as in the PAP instantiations.
Results of Wilcoxon Test (Significance level 0.05) in terms of “win-draw-lose”

EPM-PAP-2	
  

EPM-PAP-3	
  

•

Time budget	
  

SaNSDE	
  

wPSO	
  

G3PCX	
  

CMA-ES	
  

T1	
  

8-14-5	
  

17-10-0	
  

21-6-0	
  

8-13-6	
  

T2	
  

7-14-6	
  

16-10-1	
  

20-7-0	
  

9-14-4	
  

T3	
  

6-15-6	
  

17-9-1	
  

21-6-0	
  

10-14-3	
  

T1	
  

9-11-7	
  

19-7-1	
  

21-5-1	
  

10-10-4	
  

T2	
  

8-17-2	
  

17-9-1	
  

20-7-0	
  

9-12-6	
  

T3	
  

9-16-2	
  

17-10-0	
  

21-6-0	
  

9-14-4	
  

The obtained PAP outperformed all candidate EAs (with only 1 exception)

EPM-PAP: Empirical Studies
•

The experiments were repeated for 25 times to check how likely are the best
and the second best constituent algorithm subsets selected.

EPM-PAP-2	
  

EPM-PAP-3	
  

Time Budget	
  

SR1	
  

SR2	
  

T1	
  

40%	
  

88%	
  

T2	
  

56%	
  

100%	
  

T3	
  

72%	
  

100%	
  

T1	
  

16%	
  

84%	
  

T2	
  

36%	
  

88%	
  

T3	
  

56%	
  

100%	
  

•

The second best algorithm subset with rather high probability.

•

Given a large T, the best algorithm subset can also be identified with relatively
high probabilities.

Summary of EPM-PAP
Summarizing EPM-PAP in the context of DDEA
•

Data acquisition: Run each candidate EA on each problem instance for a
few runs, and record the quality of the best solution obtained in each run in
the EPMs.

•

Data analysis: Utilizing EPMs to estimate the probability of an EA
outperforming another on each problem (instance).

•

The analysis is somewhat similar to statistical tests.
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DDEA: Online Mode
EAs: data (i.e., candidate solutions) are continually generated until the algorithm
terminates, which contain rich information, e.g.,
•

Location of candidate solutions

•

Fitness of candidate solutions

•

Other: temporal generating order, operators and parameter settings, etc.

These generated data may infer various important search-related information, e.g.,
•
•

Properties of the fitness landscape
Promising search directions

•

Efficiency of the adopted operators and parameters as well as the entire search process

To acquire and utilize such information, specific DA tasks need to be formulated
and solved based on the data generated during the search course.
Unfortunately, traditional EAs often under-exploit such information subject to the
fixed population, the fixed operators and parameters, and the fixed algorithm.

DDEA: Online Mode (cont’d)
Different components of EAs could be improved via online DA.
•

Operators and parameters

•

Selection

•

Fitness evaluation

•

Special components, e.g., speciation in multimodal optimization

It is important to identify and formulate suitable online DA tasks.
•

Aim (what to be addressed?)

•

Data (what data should be analyzed?)

It is important that any formulated online DA task can be solved efficiently.
•

Methodology (how to solve?) Online DA is more challenging than offine DA!

•

Implementation (how and where to implement?) Real-time requirement!

DDEA: Online Mode Examples
Two examples:
•

Operator and parameter adaptation in EAs: Self-adaptive Differential
Evolution (SaDE)
A. K. Qin, V. L. Huang and P. N. Suganthan, “Differential evolution with strategy adaptation for
global numerical optimization,” IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 13(2): 398-417,
2009.

•

Speciation-based niching in multimodal optimization: History-based
topological speciation (HTS)
L. X. Li and K. Tang, “History-based topological speciation for multimodal optimization,” IEEE
Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 19(1): 136-150, 2015.

Operator and Parameter Adaptation in EAs
Traditional EAs typically use fixed operators and parameters.
•

Performance depends on the proper configuration of operators and parameters.

•
•

Different problems may favor distinct configurations.
Problem-dependent tuning (trial-and-error) is time-consuming.

Even if a well-calibrated configuration is found for a certain problem, one single
configuration may be inherently less competent.
•

Populations at different search stages explore different sub-regions of the search space.

•

Different sub-regions may favor different configurations.

•

The efficiency of a certain configuration may vary during the search course.

Can we adaptively adjust the employed operators and parameters based on their
intermediate competency during the search course? – YES, it is a DA task.

DA Task Specification
•

Aim and data

–

Instead of a fixed single configuration, we aim to adapt operators and parameters to varying
search stages based on their competency estimated on the fly.

–

Such estimation is based on the historical successful behaviour of a certain operator (or
parameter or operator+parameter), evaluated via the historical search data.

•

Formulation

–

Operator selection function SSi,G(H) and parameter selection function PSj,G (H).
i: operator index; j: parameter index; G: generation number

•

Methodology

–

How to use search history to quantify the successful behaviour of a certain operator (or
parameter or operator+parameter) and make it applicable to the current search stage?

–

Computational overhead trade-off between the EA and the DA.

•

Implementation

–

Sequential on CPU or parallel on CPU+GPU?

Self-adaptive Differential Evolution (SaDE)
•

Proposed by Qin and Suganthan in 2005, followed by an extension in 2009.

•

Basic idea: adapt the employed search strategy and its associated parameter setting to
varying search stages by learning from the previous successful behaviour of multiple
candidate strategies and their associated parameter settings.

•

Successful behaviour is defined as generating candidate solutions that can enter the
population of the next generation, and measured on the fly within a certain period
preceding the current generation.

•

SaDE relieves the practical difficulty encountered by DE in selecting among many
candidates the most effective search strategy and its associated parameter setting.

•

SaDE has demonstrated outstanding performance compared to many state-of-the-art
DE variants and EAs.

Differential Evolution (DE)
•

Proposed by R. Storn and K. V. Price in 1995.

•

Highly effective for continuous black-box optimization.

•

Major characteristics: population-based stochastic search, differential
mutation, simple, powerful, and robust.

•

DE’s secrete: differential mutation scheme and the capability of exploiting
contour matching (i.e., population members tend to distribute along functional
level sets).

•

Feats: amongst top performers in various optimization competitions held at
the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC).

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2

x1
Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin” in the 2D search space

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2
Target vector
xi,g

xr1,g
xr0,g
Base vector

xr2,g

Two randomly
selected vectors
x1

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin” in the 2D search space

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2
xi,g

xr1,g
xr0,g
xr2,g
x1
Four operating vectors in the 2D search space

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2

Mutation operation:

v i , g = xr 0, g + F ⋅ (xr1, g − xr 2, g )
xi,g
F: mutation scale factor

vi,g
xr1,g
xr0,g
F·(xr1,g-xr2,g)
xr2,g
x1
Mutation (one
pair)

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
Crossover operation:

x2

ui , g = {ui1, g , ui2,g }

xi,g
ui,g

vi,g
xr1,g

j
⎧
v
i
, g if (rand j [0, 1) ≤ CR ) or j = jrand
⎪
j
ui , g = ⎨ j
j = 1, 2
⎪⎩ xi , g otherwise

CR: crossover rate

xr0,g
F·(xr1,g-xr2,g)
xr2,g
x1
Crossover (discrete recombination)

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2

Replacement operation:

xi,g

⎧
⎪u i , g if f (u i , g ) ≥ f (xi , g )
xi , g +1 = ⎨
⎪
⎩xi , g otherwise

xi,g+1
xr1,g
xr0,g
xr2,g
x1
Replacement

Illustration of “DE/rand/1/bin”
x2

xr0,g

Target vector

Base vector
xi+1,g
xr1,g

xr2,g

Two randomly
selected vectors
x1

Illustration of classic DE in the 2D search space

Issues in DE
•

DE’s performance closely depends on its parameter setting: population size
(NP), mutation scale factor (F), and crossover rate (CR).

•

Trial-and-error scheme may find suitable parameter settings at the expense of
demanding computational costs.

•

It is hard to use one unique configuration of parameters to solve all problems.

•

The performance of DE also relies on its used search strategy: DE/rand/1/bin,
DE/best/1/bin, etc.

•

An effective search strategy needs to be accompanied with suitable parameter
settings.

•

One single search strategy equipped with the best calibrated parameter
settings may not guarantee consistent effectiveness at varying search stages.

SaDE
•

Adjusting on the fly the used trial vector generation strategy and its associated
parameter setting to adapt to different sub-regions of the search space explored
at varying search stages.

•

DA Task: use the successful behavior of the already applied trial vector
generation strategies and their associated parameter settings to determine the
strategy and its parameter setting to be used in the current generation.

•

Characteristics: a pool of elite and yet complementary strategies; two parameters,
i.e., population size (NP) and learning period (LP)

•

Feats: high citation counts (the 3rd most-cited paper in IEEE Transactions on
Evolutionary Computation (TEVC) over the last 10 years); winner of the 2012
IEEE TEVC Outstanding Paper Award.

Mechanism of SaDE
Strategy adaptation: for each target vector, we select one strategy from the
pool, with selection probabilities as per the successful behavior of each strategy
in the pool in generating promising trial vectors within a certain number of
preceding generations (i.e., learning period), to generate its corresponding trial
vector.
Four strategies in the pool:

(
+ F ⋅ (X

)

Vi,G = Xr ,G + F ⋅ Xr ,G − Xr G +	
  Binary	
  Crossover	
  
1

Vi,G = Xr ,G
1

2

r2 ,G

3,

)

− Xr G + Xr ,G − Xr G +	
  Binary	
  Crossover	
  
3,

4

(

5,

)

Vi,G = Xi,G + F ⋅ (Xbest ,G − Xi,G )+ F ⋅ Xr ,G − Xr ,G + Xr ,G − Xr ,G +	
  Binary	
  Crossover	
  

(

1

)

2

(

3

Vi ,G = Xi ,G + rand u (0, 1)⋅ X r1 ,G − Xi ,G + F ⋅ X r2 ,G − X r3 ,G

4

)

Mechanism of SaDE (cont’d)
•

For each strategy i, we use nsi,G and nfi,G, i=1,…num_st to record the
number of trial vectors successfully entering the next generation or
discarded by applying this strategy, respectively, at the generation G.

•

Success and failure archives are created to store those numbers within the
preceding LP generations with respect to the current generation.

•

When a new entry comes, the first record of the earliest generation will be
removed and the latest record will enter this archive. QUEUE!
num_st

1
ns1,G-LP

…

nsnum_st, G-LP

1
ns1, G-LP+1

…

1

nsnum_st, G-LP+1

ns1, G-LP+2

…

…
ns1, G-1

…

num_st

nsnum_st, G-1

Generation G

ns1, G

…

num_st
…

nsnum_st, G-LP+2

…

…
nsnum_st, G

Generation G+1

Example	
  of	
  Success	
  Archive	
  Upda;ng	
  	
  

ns1, G+1

…

nsnum_st, G+1

Generation G+2

Mechanism of SaDE (cont’d)
Strategy selection probabilities pk,G (k=1,.., num_st) in generation G:

pk ,G

•

if G ≤ LP
⎧ 1 num_st,
⎪⎪
G −1
nsk , g
= ⎨ S k ,G
∑
g =G − LP
with S k ,G = G −1
+ ε , otherwise
G −1
⎪ K
∑g =G −LP nsk , g + ∑g =G −LP nf k , g
⎪⎩ ∑k =1 S k ,G

Based on the strategy selection probabilities calculated above, we employ
stochastic universal selection to assign one strategy to each target vector
in the current population.

Mechanism of SaDE (cont’d)
Parameter adaptation: we manually specify NP, and adaptively adjust CR
while randomizing F for any selected strategy.
•

CR: archive CR values of all "successful" strategies within the preceding LP
generations. The mean of those achieved CR values with respect to each strategy
is used as the mean of a normal distribution with the standard deviation of 0.1 to
generate CR values for the corresponding strategy in the current generation.

•

F: randomize F using a normal distribution with the mean of 0.5 and the
standard deviation of 0.3, resulting in F values almost falling into [-0.4, 1.4].

•

NP: manually specify NP as per the available knowledge about the problem
(e.g., problem dimension size) and the computational budget.

We let initial LP generations to accumulate sufficient searching
information: strategy selection probabilities are set to be equal, and the
mean value of the normal distribution for generating CR is set to 0.5.

Experimental Study (cont’d)
Self-adaptation of trial vector generation strategy

Griewank

Rotated Griewank

Experimental Study (cont’d)
Self-adaptation of crossover rate (CR)

Rosenbrock function

Rastrigin function

Experimental Study (cont’d)
• Performance comparison
– 10 methods in comparison
• DE	
  /rand/1/bin,	
  F=0.9,	
  CR=0.1	
  

• Adaptive DE

•	
  DE	
  /rand/1/bin,	
  F=0.9,	
  CR=0.9	
  
•	
  DE/rand/1/bin,	
  F=0.5,	
  CR=0.3	
  
•	
  DE/rand-‐to-‐best/1/bin	
  F=0.5,	
  CR=0.3	
  
•	
  DE/rand-‐to-‐best/2/	
  bin	
  with	
  F=0.5,	
  CR=0.3	
  

• SDE
• jDE
• FADE
• SaDE

– 26 numerical test functions
– 30 independent runs for each algorithm
– Performance measures
ü Mean and standard deviation of the finally obtained objective function values,
the success rate, and the average number of function evaluations for the cases in
which the success rate reaches 100% over 30 runs
ü Convergence map
ü Empirical distribution of normalized success performance

Experimental Study (cont’d)
•

General conclusions
– SaDE compares favorably with conventional DE and several adaptive DE
variants in terms of optimization accuracy and converge speed.
– SaDE outperforms the other algorithms in comparison in terms of the empirical
distribution of normalized success performance.

Improvement of SaDE in terms of DA
•

How to measure successful
behaviour?

–

Relative fitness improvement

–

Credit assignment

•

How to retain historical information?

–

Forgetting factor

•

How to update strategy selection
probabilities?

–

Probability matching

–

Adaptive pursuit

•

Parallel SaDE

–

CUDA-based SaDE on GPU

•

W. Y. Gong, A. Fialho, Z. H. Cai, and H. Li,
"Adaptive strategy selection in differential evolution
for numerical optimization: An empirical study",
Information Sciences, 181(24): 5364–5386, 2011.

•

Z. Y. Yang, K. Tang, and X. Yao, "Scalability of
generalized adaptive differential evolution for largescale continuous optimization," Soft Computing,
15(11): 2141-2155, 2011.

•

T. H. Wong, A. K. Qin, S. C. Wang, and Y. H. Shi,
"cuSaDE: A CUDA-based Parallel Self-adaptive
Differential Evolution Algorithm," Proc. of the 18th
Asia Pacific Symposium on Intelligent and
Evolutionary Systems (IES'14), 2014. (Overall best
paper award)

•

Y. S. Ong and A. J. Keane, "Meta-Lamarckian
learning in memetic algorithms," IEEE Transactions
on Evolutionary Computation, 8(2): 99-110, 2004.

•

D. Thierens, "An adaptive pursuit strategy for
allocating operator probabilities,” Proc. of the 7th
Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation (GECCO'05), 2005.

Experimental Study
Sensitivity analysis of parameters NP and LP

Advanced statistical hypothesis testing (Iman and Davenport test
followed by the Hochberg post-hoc procedure) based on the CEC-2013
single-objective continuous optimization benchmark testbed.

SaDE is not sensitive to the parameter choice: medium population sizes (NP: 50, 70, 100)
and sufficiently long learning periods (LP: 30, 50, 70) can always lead to the statistically
significantly better performance at almost any tested problem dimension.
A. K. Qin and Xiaodong Li, “Investigation of self-adaptive differential evolution on the CEC-2013
single-objective continuous optimization testbed,” Proc. of the 2013 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation (CEC'13), Cancun, Mexico, June 20-23, 2013.
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Speciation-based Niching
Finding multiple optima is a crucial multimodal optimization problem.
•

Provide users with a rich set of choices.

•

Reveal important properties of the problem under study

Niching techniques are typically used to address this problem.
•

Nonspeciation-based niching (individual level)

–
–

Fitness sharing
Crowding

•

Speciation-based niching (species level)

–
–

Distance-based speciation
Topology-based speciation (parameter-less)

•

Hybridization of speciation-based and non-speciation-based niching

Speciation
•

Population

P = {p1, …, pi, …, p|P|} where |P| is the
population size.
•

Species (sub-populations)

S = {S1, …, Sj, …, S|S|} where |S| is the number
of species.
•

Species representative (the best individual in
a species)

Sj.seed

The performance of speciation-based niching depends on speciation accuracy,
which is influenced by both algorithmic parameters and computational budget.
Can we perform specification as accurate as possible subject to the limited
computational budget? – YES, it is a DA task.

DA Task Specification
•

Aim and data
– Instead of assigning part of the already limited computational budget on generating
and evaluating search-irrelevant data, we aim to use merely the historical data
generated during the course of search to enable those parameter-less speciationbased niching techniques.

•

Formulation
– Speciation function SG(H, PG)
H: search history; PG: Population in generation G; G: generation number.

•

Methodology
– How to use the historically generated data to enable speciation on the fly without the
need of additional search-irrelevant data?
– Computational overhead trade-off between the EA and the DA.

•

Implementation
– Sequential on CPU or parallel on CPU+GPU?

Topology-based Speciation
•

Speciation-based niching is more suitable than nonspeciation-based niching
to solve the problems of locating multiple optima in multimodal
optimization.

–

Nonspeciation-based niching (e.g., fitness sharing, crowding, etc.) does not attempt to limit
the cross-species reproduction.

–

Speciation-based niching attempts to force each identified species to target at searching for
one unique optimum.

•

Topology-based speciation: two candidate solutions are located in different
species if there is a valley between them on the fitness landscape.

–

Does not involve the parameter tunning process required in distance-based speciation.

–

Require sampling and evaluating quite many search-irrelevant data so as to capture the
topology of the fitness landscape.

–

Speciation accuracy depends on the number of sampled data which is constrained by the
limited computation budget.

Existing Topology-based Speciation Approaches
•

Two traditional approaches of detecting the existence of a valley between
two candidate solutions a and b:

Hill	
  valley	
  approach	
  

Recursive	
  middling	
  approach	
  

•

Both need to sample and evaluate a large amount of search-irrelevant data!

•

Recursive middling is parameter-less and more efficient.

History-based Topological Speciation (HTS)
•

Why not utilize the historically generated data?
– Most of them (inferior candidate solutions) are discarded but do contain the
important information about the topology of the fitness landscape.
– The data amount increases as the search proceeds.

•

DA task: use historically generated data to determine whether there is a
valley on the fitness landscape between two candidate solutions under test.

•

History-based topological speciation (HTS):
– Proposed by Li and Tang in 2015
– Approximate sequence construction
– Divide-and-conquer
– Reasonable time and space complexity

Mechanism of HTS
•

Approximate sequence construction

– Construct an “approximate” sequence of sampling data from a to b on ab using
historically generated data.
–

Two important requirements:
ü The approximate sequence of sampling data should fall within the open
hypercube region defined by a and b.
ü By moving sequentially along the sequence from a to b, the visited data is getting
monotonically closer to b.

–

The goodness of an approximate sequence is evaluated by:
where
Here,

is the set of all points on ab.
is the approximate sequence.

Mechanism of HTS (cont’d)
•

*

Constructing an optimal approximate sequence Y is a complex optimization
problem:
*

( )

Y = minimizeY disss X , Y

•

We use a divide-and-conquer approach to efficiently address this problem.

–

Key fact:
points.

–

Suppose an approximate sequence denoted by

is easy to compute if an approximate sequence

consists of only three

,

Easy to calculate!

Mechanism of HTS (cont’d)
– An optimal three-point approximate sequence can be obtained by enumerating each
candidate
, and selecting the one that minimizes
. Here,
H represents the set of all of the historically generated data, and R denotes the open

hypercube region defined by a and b.
– Divide-and-conquer construction of the approximate sequence in a recursive manner:

• HTS integrates the approximate sequence construction and the valley
testing:

Experimental Study
• Performance comparison
– 7 speciation techniques in comparison
• Distance-based speciation with three different nich radius values (DIS-, DIS, DIS+)
• Hill valley method with three different K values (HV1, HV2, HV3)
• Recursive middling method (RM)
• HTS

– All these speciation techniques are incorporated with the crowding DE with
species conversation technique.
– 11 numerical test problems contain multiple optima (6 2D functions + 5
instances of the MMP function)
– 75 independent runs for each algorithm
– Performance measure: distance error between the final population and the
known multiple optima

Experimental Study (cont’d)

•

HTS consistently outperforms topology-based speciation techniques (HV1, HV3,
HV5, and RM) in comparison.

•

HTS cannot consistently outperform distance-based speciation techniques (DIS-,
DIS, and DIS+) in comparison, which, however, relies on the proper parameter
settings.

Experimental Study (cont’d)

• The above table shows the means and standard deviations of the recorded physical
execution time of a single call to HTS on 11 test problems.
• The average time is less than a millisecond on all problems.
• When a single function evaluation (FE) takes seconds or more, the time overhead
incurred by HTS is negligible.
• HTS is particularly suitable for expensive optimization problems where a single FE
may take hours or even days to complete.
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DDEA: Key Points
• Identify and formulate suitable DA tasks for EAs
–

Identify data-driven components in EAs

–

Can we formulate a DA task to make improvement on a certain component?

–

If so, what to be addressed by this DA task and what data to be analyzed?

–

Formulate this DA task in a formal manner

• Solve the formulated DA tasks in an efficient manner
–

–

How should we solve a DA task?
ü

Many existing works

ü

Leverage various off-the-shell DA techniques (e.g., machine learning)

Can we implement a DA solution efficiently?
ü

A good trade-off between the computational overheads of the EA and the DA

ü

Leverage advanced computing facilities

DDEA: Challenges
• Identify and formulate suitable DA tasks for EAs

Mind Challenge

–

Identify data-driven components in EAs

–

Can we formulate a DA task to make improvement on a certain component?

–

If so, what to be addressed by this DA task and what data to be analyzed?

–

Formulate this DA task in a formal manner

• Solve the formulated DA tasks in an efficient manner
–

–

How should we solve a DA task?
ü

Many existing works

ü

Leverage various off-the-shell DA techniques (e.g., machine learning)

Can we implement a DA solution efficiently?

Technique Challenge

ü

A good trade-off between the computational overheads of the EA and the DA

ü

Leverage advanced computing facilities, e.g., GPUs

Data-Driven Optimisation (DDO)
Practical optimization aims at searching for continual improvements given the limited
computational budget.
Complex optimization can never be solved by enumerating and evaluating all of the possible
candidate solutions (“big data” issue!).
An effective optimization method relies on a good trade-off between exploration and
exploitation, but does not need to constrain operators or algorithms in use.
DDO aims at let DATA tell you ALL the optimization-relevant information on the fly, and
such information will enable the automatic choice of suitable operations to address any
encountered search issues during the course of optimisation.

DDO	
  

IEEE Emergent Technologies TF: COLO

http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~e04642/COLO.htm

COLO was co-founded by Ke Tang and Kai Qin in 2011.
It aims at providing a forum for academic and industrial researchers from both
learning and optimization communities to collaboratively explore any promising
directions on the synergy of techniques from these two fields.

Relevant Resources
Ke Tang’s Homepage
http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~ketang/

Kai Qin’s Homepage
http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~e04642/
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